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The exhibit will include five gowns worn throughout the years by Walter Cole/

Darcelle on stage and at special events. The story began when Walter Cole pur-

chased an old tavern on Portland's skid row in 1967. One day a woman walked 

in, went straight to the restroom and within minutes came out as a man. That 

person was Jerry Ferris, aka Tina. Their friendship forged into a drag act which a 

year later included Walter’s partner, Roc Neuhardt. With a drag name of Dar-

celle, Walter would run for and win the title of Empress XV of Imperial Sover-

eign Rose Court of Oregon in 1972.  Year later, Walter would rename his tavern 

from Demas to Darcelle XV. It is, to this day, only full-time drag club in the Unit-

ed States. Walter as Darcelle has been recognized by the Guinness Book of 

Worlds Record as the Oldest Performing Drag Queen. In 2017, he, along with 

OPB Television won a Daytime Emmy for a Documentary about his life entitled: 

Oregon Experience: Darcelle XV. 

This exhibit has various costumes that Walter has either made or has received 

through his years of drag. He  has always referred to these items as costumes. 

“I’m an actor, playing a part. That part just happens to be Darcelle XV.” 

Included in the exhibit will be jewelry and accessories to complement the 

dresses and a Levi jacket that Walter/Darcelle wore to various ‘court’ functions 

that he attended when out of costume/drag. The jacket has many of the 

buttons, rose pins, and various items that represent the Imperial Sovereign 

Court in Portland and throughout the United States.  

Also included will be a velvet and hand beaded pearl jacket worn by Roxy Neu-

hardt. The dress was destroyed by water damage, but the jacket survived. 





WHO WORE IT BETTER? 

1965 

This dress was made for Gracie Hansen after arriving in Portland from Seattle in 1965. Harvey Dick,  owner 

of the Hoyt Hotel, took a 5,000 sq. ft. one-story parking garage and with one million dollars transformed it 

into Gracie Hansen’s Roaring 20’s Room. The photo on the left is Gracie on stage at the Hoyt wearing one of 

her favorite accessories, a crown. Notice that the dress had no sleeves and loads of ostrich plumes. When 

Gracie died in 1985, Walter/Darcelle purchased all of Gracie’s dresses that were available, altered them 

slightly for himself. Instead of using gloves and ostrich plumes on the wrists, he used gauntlets and brace-

lets. The hat was part of the original dress.   

The photo on the right is Walter/Darcelle outside his club, Darcelle XV Showplace, in Old Town around 1990. 

Because of the age of the dress, some of the plumes were replaced and feathers were added as well.  

It should be noted, both wore this dress despite their size difference,  Gracie being approximately 5’2 and 

Walter/Darcelle 6’.  



2010 

This dress and jacket were purchased, not made by, Walter/Darcelle. However, 

the dress and jacket are all hand beaded.  It was made for the Red Dress Party 

in 2010. Walter/Darcelle reconstructed the neckline opening it up and left the 

sleeves in tact.  The weight of the dress alone is approximately twelve pounds 

and the jacket approximately twenty-three,  for a total of approximately thirty-

five pounds. The dress was worn with and without the jacket.  



                                                                1990s 

According to Walter/Darcelle:  “The Christmas costume was made as part of our show to represent the sea-

sons of the year. You had Fourth of July, Winter, Christmas, June Weddings, Fall (the tree).  What you can’t 

see, behind June Weddings is a pumpkin to represent Halloween.”  Walter/Darcelle made the dress from 

scratch adding real Christmas lights which, lit up with the assistance of an extension cord. A 25’ foot exten-

sion cord trailed him wherever he went on stage. Both photos are from stage productions at his club, Dar-

celle XV Showplace, in Old Town.  

Over the years he has worn the Christmas dress to various events - with the 25’ extension cord plugged in to 

illuminate the fun of the dress and of his creation. Those events included several years at Storm Large’s holi-

day show as well as at Lakewood Theatre’s Christmas tree auction. 



                                 1972 

“I made this dress, which of course match-

es the crown and the necklace, right?               

The colored balls on the dress are actually       

marbles that have been pressed flat and 

then glued onto the dress. 

The sash is just a simple sash with colored 

decoration and my rose pin. 

This is the dress I would wear to various 

functions throughout 1972 and 1973.  

I love how it flows and has the green deco-

ration at the bottom. 

As you can see in the photo at the bottom, 

I wore white gloves. To the right of the 

photo is Roxy wearing a complementary 

sash.”   Walter/Darcelle 



1972 

“I made this costume for the 

Imperial Sovereign Court of 

Portland Coronation held at 

the Paramount Theatre, now 

the Arlene Schnitzler Perfor-

mance Center, in October 

1972.  

This  is the first dress I ever 

made from a pattern. If you 

notice there is also a cape that 

goes along with the dress. 

When it was finished, I thought 

it was so damned ugly, I decid-

ed to wear it backwards! 

Frontwards or backwards, I 

was crowned Rose Empress XV 

that night, wearing this cos-

tume. That’s how I became 

Darcelle XV. 

It has been one hell-of-an- 

amazing ride ever since.” 

  Walter/Darcelle 

 



1973 

Occasionally, Walter/Darcelle attended Imperial Sovereign Rose Court functions of out of 

drag. He then wore a Levi’s jacket which was ’bejeweled’ with many of the buttons, rose 

pins, and various items that represent the Portland court as well as others throughout the 

United States, especially San Francisco. 



These two dresses were Gracie Hansen’s;  blue velour dress with rhinestone applique as he entertains on a 

cruise ship in the 1990s and the green dress a more ‘modern’ in look and style which was worn throughout 

the 70s until present day. 

The two black dresses are Walter’s creations. Both were hand beaded - the one on the left is of tear-

drop rhinestone design and sewn by hand. The dress on the right is a black base with stitched long 

beads and the slit up the left thigh is accented by a large cluster of pearls. 

Each of these dresses took approximately three months to complete and weigh between 15 - 25 lbs. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Darcelle XV 1973 
 

A collaboration between triangle productions!, Darcelle XV Productions, and Oregon Historical Society. 

This exhibit has been made possible because of the contributions of the following people: Walter W Cole/

Darcelle, Helen Louise, Lori Erikson, Donald Horn, Jay Mitchell, and everyone at Oregon Historical Society.  

Thank you for taking the time and visiting this exhibit.  

Check out the musical: That’s No Lady   

Bio of Walter/Darcelle’s life: Looking from the mirror   

for additional information: www.trianglepro.org or contact Don Horn -  don@trianglepro.org 


